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Abstract 

We conducted depth of penetration experiments into limestone targets with 3.0 caliber- 
radius-head, 4340 Rc 45 steel projectiles. Powder guns launched two projectiles with 
length-to-diameter ratios of ten to striking velocities between 0.4 and 1.5 k d s .  
Projectiles had diameters and masses of 12.7 mm, 0.1 17 kg and 25.4 mm, 0.610 kg. 
Based on data sets with these two projectile scales, we proposed an empirical penetration 
equation that described the target by its density and an empirical strength constant 
determined from penetration depth versus striking velocity data. 

Introduction 

In this study, we conducted laboratory-scale penetration experiments with 
limestone targets and 4340 Rc 45 steel, ogive-nose projectiles. Post-test observations 
showed a nearly conical entry crater on the impact suiface with an approximate depth of 
two projectile diameters followed by a circular tunnel with nearly the projectile diameter. 
We previously found the same observations for studies with concrete targets (Forrestal, 
Altman, Cargile, and Hanchak, 1994, and Forrestal, Frew, Hanchak, and Brar, 1996). For 
concrete targets, we developed a penetration equation that depends on the projectile 
geometry and mass, the target density, unconfined compressive strength, and a 
dimensionless empirical constant that depends only on ihe unconfined compressive 
strength of the target. The dimensionless empirical constant is found from depth of 
penetration versus striking velocity data. Since the empirical constant depends only on 
the unconfined compressive strength of the target, we were able to then predict with 
reasonable accuracy the depth of penetration for larger scale projectiles. 

The unconfined compressive strengths for the three batches of limestone targets 
used in this study were quarried* from nearby sites and varied from 43-64 MPa, so we 
were not able to use unconfined strength in our penetration equation for limestone targets. 
However, when we conducted triaxial compressions tests at or just beyond the ductile 
transition with 50 MPa confining pressure, the shear strength was nearly the same for the 
three target batches (Ashby and Sammis, 1990, and Fossum, Senseny, Pfeifle, and 
Mellegard, 1995). Thus, our penetration equation for limestone targets contains an 
empirical strength constant, R (Pa), that we determine from penetration data. We 
speculate that this penetration equation will be reasonably accurate for larger scale 
projectiles, but data from field tests with larger projectiles must be obtained to confirm 
our speculation. 
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United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
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assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use- 
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
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turer, or otherwise docs not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 



Experiments 

We conducted depth of penetration experiments into limestone targets with the 
two projectiles dimensioned in Fig. 1 .  Both projectiles were machined from 4340 Rc 45 
steel and had 3.0 caliber-radius-head nose shapes and a total length-to-diameter ratio of 
ten. 

The limestone targets were quarried and cut by the Elliot Stone Company of 
Bedford, Indiana. We obtained the targets in three batches from nearby sites. Some 
physical properties and the unconfined compressive strengths are given in Table 1. Data 
from triaxial material tests with 50 MPa confining pressure are presented in Fig. 2. As 
previously discussed, there are large differences in the unconfined strengths, but the 
confined strengths with 50 MPa confining pressure are nearly equal. 

The 12.7-mm-diameter, 0.117 kg projectiles. 

The 4340 Rc 45 steel rod projectile is dimensioned in Fig. la  and penetration data 
are given in Table 2. This set of experiments used the limestone targets listed as batch 1 
in Table 1 and Fig. 2. The target impact surface was 0.5 1-m-square and target lengths are 
given in Table 2. The sides and bottom of the targets were surrounded by 0.10-m-thick 
concrete placed between a steel form and the limestone targets. 

A 30-mm-diameter powder gun launched the projectiles to the striking velocities 
recorded in Table 2. Two additional experiments were conducted at Vs = 1,600 d s ,  but 
we obtained curved trajectories. One projectile came to rest in the surrounding concrete 
and the other exited the target. 

The 25.4-mm-diameter, 0.610 kg projectiles. 

The 4340 Rc 45 steel projectile is dimensioned in Fig. lb  and the penetration data 
are given in Table 3. This set of experiments used the limestone targets listed as batches 
2 and 3 in Table 1 and Fig. 3. The target impact surface was 1.02-m-square and target 
lengths are given in Table 3. The sides and bottom of the targets were surrounded by 
0.05 1 -m-thick concrete placed between a steel form and the limestone targets. Targets 
for shot numbers RPSL- 12 and RPSL- 10 in Table 3 used targets designated as batch 3 
and the remaining experiments used targets designated as batch 2. 

An 83-mm-diameter powder gun launched the projectiles to the striking velocities 
recorded in Table 3. One additional experiment was conducted at Vs = 1,300 d s ,  but the 
rear end of the shank fractured in the penetration tunnel. 

Penetration Model 

As previously discussed, our penetration model for limestone targets does not use 
unconfined compressive strength h'. For limestone targets, we replace Sf,' in our 



concrete penetration model (Forrestal, Altman, Cargile, and Hanchak, 1994) with R. 
Thus, final penetration depth is given by 

8 ~ - 1  mV:-4na3R 
2 4 ~  m+4m3Np 

N = -  , VI = 

where the projectile has mass m, shank diameter 2a, and nose shape with caliber-radius- 
head y. The target is described by density p and an empirical strength constant R 
determined from penetration depth versus striking velocity data given by 

NPV? R =  
2m (P - 4a) Np 

m 

For each experiment with a particular projectile, we calculate a value of R. 
Values of R are recorded in Tables 2 and 3. For the data in Tables 2 and 3, the average 
values of R are 0.705 GPa and 0.790 GPa. Since values of R depend only on the target, 
we can predict penetration depth for field tests conducted with larger scale projectiles. 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 3 shows penetration depth versus striking velocity data for the 12.7-mm- 
diameter projectile and a prediction from equation (1). In equation (1) we use the average 
value of R = 0.790 GPa. Figure 4 presents penetration data for the 25.4-mm-diameter 
projectile and predictions from equation (1). The solid line in Fig. 4 uses the average 
value of R = 0.705 GPa calculated from values given in Table 3, whereas the dashed line 
uses R = 0.790 calculated from the 12.7-mm-diameter data given in Table 2. 

As previously discussed, we obtained three batches of limestone targets quarried 
from sites close to each other, but Table 1 and Fig. 3 show differences in the material 
physical and strength properties. In addition, Fig. 4 shows slight differences in 
penetration data for the different batches of limestone targets. Our predictive method 
requires penetration data to obtain the strength constant R, which is independent of the 
projectile parameters. So, from laboratory-scale experiments we obtain R and can predict 
or estimate depth of penetration versus striking velocity for much more expensive field 
tests with larger scale projectiles. Our method has worked well for concrete targets, but 
field tests into limestone targets have not yet been conducted. 
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Table 1. Limestone target material properties. 

Unconfined 
Density Porosity Strength 

Batch P (Mg/m3) tl (%) fc’ (MPa) 
1 2.32 14.4 64 
2 2.28 15.9 43 
3 2.27 16.3 56 

Table 2. Penetration data for the 12.7-mm-diameter, 0.1 17 kg 
projectiles. For pitch and yaw, D=down, U=up, R=right, L=left. 

Target Striking Pitch Penetration Projectile 
Shot Length Velocity Yaw Depth Mass Loss R 

Number (m) (m/s) (degrees) (m) (percent) (GPa) 
1-0370 0.61 459 1.9D.3.0L 0.141 0.16 0.74 
1-0371 0.61 608 1.OU.l.OR 0.232 0.24 0.722 
1-0372 0.91 853 OS0 0.362 0.96 0.881 
1-0377 0.91 956 0,0.3L 0.523 1.29 0.722 
1-0373 0.91 11 34 1 .OU,1.9R 0.562 2.59 0.937 
1-0376 1.22 1269 0,o 0.812 3.87 0.748 
1-0375 1.22 1404 0,0.7R 0.924 5.25 0.783 

_“I 
- 2  -1-0374 1.22 1502 0,7U,O 1.017 5.90 0.791 

Table 3. Penetration data for the 25.4-mmdiameter1 0.610 kg 
projectiles. For pitch and yaw, D=down, U=up, R=right, L=lefi. 

Target Striking titch Penetration 
Shot Length Velocity YaW Depth R 

Number (m) (m/s) (degrees) (m) (GPa) 
RPSL-6 1.38 560 0.30 0.651 
RPSL-2 1.38 731 1.1D,2.0U 0.42 0.755 
RPSL-1 1.38 793 0.53 0.677 
RPSL-4 1.38 939 0.73 0.652 
RPSL-3 1.38 984 0.74 0.706 
RPSL-12 1.52 1098 2.1U.2.5R 0.79 0.812 
RPSL-10 1.52 1184 1.8U,0.3L 1.03 0.683 
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Figure 1. Projectile Geometries 
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Figure 2 Triaxial data for 50 MPa confining pressure 
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Figure 3. Data and model predictions for the 12.7-mrndiameter projectiles 
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Figure 4 Data and model predctions for the 25.4-rnmdiameter projectiles 
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